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 Everyone wants to know how to save money on insurance 

premiums.

 Keeping claim activity in check is the key.

 What’s the measurement?

 Frequency – how often accidents occur

 Severity – how significant (expensive) the accidents are
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 Many things are within our control, and can help us completely avoid accidents

 Sound judgement, professionalism

 Proactivity – correcting known hazards

 Culture of safety

 Education and training on policies, procedures, and equipment
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Workplace injuries will occasionally happen, despite our good efforts.

Once an injury occurs, what can you do to save money on resulting 

workers comp claims?

 Can you control the cost of medication?

 Can you control the cost of necessary medical procedures?

 Can you use our Access24/Nurse Triage program for non-emergency injuries?

 Can you engage your injured worker in a Return to Work (RTW) program?
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 Return to Work (RTW) policies – what do they accomplish?

 Promote timely return of injured employees to productive roles in the workforce.

 Allow employees recovering from a work-related injury or illness with temporary 

restrictions the opportunity to continue serving the employer in a temporary transitional

capacity.

 Provide a wide array of benefits to both the injured worker as well as the employer.

 If you want to control workers compensation costs…

 Engaging injured workers in a RTW program is the single most impactful thing you as an 

employer can do after an injury has occurred, and a workers comp claim has been filed.
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 In absence of RTW programs, what happens when an 

employee is injured?

 File a workers comp claim, visit physician

 Possible/likely temporary restrictions will take employee off work, particularly if 

no job description exists

 Employee stays home, collects TTD paid from the claim file, and MAY begin to 

like it

 You have a void in your work force

 Other employees are forced to try to fill the void to get through the absence

 Productivity is down, aggravation is up, claim costs escalate
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 Why is RTW a big deal?

 High dollar claim payments are a big deal

 3 factor awards

 Perm totals

 Premium calculation multipliers are a big deal

 Experience modification factors can help or hurt

 RTW helps control these things
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 We have a sample RTW policy on the KACo website under 

the loss control services tab

 Developed in-house by KACo staff

 Brief

 Download at will

 Today, we’ll send you home with the policy, and a policy highlight 

document for ease of interpretation

 Review with your legal counsel, and make it yours
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 Sample RTW policy summary by section

 I. Purpose

 Announces employer’s intent to help injured employees RTW as soon as medically 

allowed, with intent of speeding recovery, reducing insurance costs

 II. Eligibility

 Defines who is covered by terms of the policy
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 Sample RTW policy summary by section (continued)

 III. Transitional Work

 Defines transitional work to be temporary, modified assignments falling to 

injured worker’s collective abilities

 Indicates transitional work to be made available when possible, without 

guaranteeing same

 Places control of work details with the employer, and cites potential impact 

to work comp benefits if refused
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 Sample RTW policy summary by section (continued)

 IV. Procedures

 Establishes process whereby employer does the following:

 Sends injured worker to initial physician visit with a release to RTW and current 

job description

 Solicits expedited physician feedback concerning RTW ability giving employer 

ability to assess RTW capacity relative to regular vs. transitional assignments

 If transitional work is the option of choice, seeks approval of transitional job 

description from physician
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 Sample RTW policy summary by section (continued)

 V. Offer of Transitional Work

 Attending physician approves transitional work job description, employee is 

given offer to work position

 Employee signs off with acceptance or refusal, insurance carrier is notified

 Expectation is set forth that transitional position duties and physician 

restrictions should not be exceeded

 Charts a course for “work hardening” by monitoring of changes in employee 

restrictions and making subsequent work assignment adjustments
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 Sample RTW policy summary by section (continued)

 VI. Worker Acknowledgement of Return to Work Policy

 Once advised of a work-related injury or illness being claimed, the policy 

should be reviewed and acknowledged by the subject employee
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